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12 ABSTRACT: The structure and Li+ ion dynamics of a new class of
13 ABO3 perovskite with Li on both the A- and B-sites are described.
14 La3Li3W2O12 is synthesized by solid state reaction at 900 °C and
15 shown by powder X-ray diﬀraction to adopt the structure of a
16 monoclinic double perovskite (A2)BB′O6, (La1.5Li0.5)WLiO6, with
17 rock salt order of W6+ and Li+ on the B-site. High resolution
18 powder neutron diﬀraction locates A-site Li in a distorted
19 tetrahedron displaced from the conventional perovskite A-site,
20 which diﬀers considerably from the sites occupied by Li in the well
21 studied La2/3−xLi3xTiO3 family. This is conﬁrmed by the
22 observation of a lower coordinated Li+ ion in the 6Li magic angle spinning nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra, in
23 addition to the B-site LiO6, and supported computationally by density functional theory (DFT), which also suggests local order
24 of A-site La3+ and Li+. DFT shows that the vacancies necessary for transport can arise from Frenkel or La excess defects, with an
25 energetic cost of ∼0.4 eV/vacancy in both cases. Ab initio molecular dynamics establishes that the Li+ ion dynamics occur by a
26 pathway involving a series of multiple localized Li hops between two neighboring A-sites with an overall energy barrier of ∼0.25
27 eV, with additional possible pathways involving Li exchange between the A- and B-sites. A similar activation energy for Li+ ion
28 mobility (∼0.3 eV) was obtained from variable temperature 6Li and 7Li line narrowing and relaxometry NMR experiments,
29 suggesting that the barrier to Li hopping between sites in La3Li3W2O12 is comparable to the best oxide Li
+ ion conductors. AC
30 impedance-derived conductivities conﬁrm that Li+ ions are mobile but that the long-range Li+ diﬀusion has a higher barrier (∼0.5
31 eV) which may be associated with blocking of transport by A-site La3+ ions.
1. INTRODUCTION
32 Replacing liquid electrolytes with solid ceramics or polymers in
33 next-generation battery technologies is of growing interest due
34 to the major impact that will result from the increase in lifetime
35 and safety, higher power outputs and higher energy densities
36 expected in energy storage appliances.1 Lithium has become the
37 element of choice in most battery designs because of the high
38 mobilities arising from its small ionic radius. Hence, a major
39 goal of the ﬁeld is to synthesize lithium-based ceramics with
40 ionic conductivities that equal or surpass current liquid
41 electrolytes.
42 The fastest crystalline inorganic Li+ ion conductors reported
43 to date are sulﬁdes such as Li10GeP2S12,
2 with a room
44 temperature conductivity of 0.012 S/cm and the related
45 Li11Si2PS12.
3 The high conductivities arise from the presence
46 of many potential sites for the Li cations that provide low
47 energy pathways through these structures. Despite their high
48 Li+ conductivities, the practical applications of these com-
49pounds are limited by their tendency to decompose under
50ambient conditions, producing H2S when in contact with
51moisture, which necessitates handling in inert atmospheres.4
52Oxides are generally more chemically stable, and the doped
53garnet Li7La3Zr2O12 and the ABO3 perovskite La2/3−xLi3xTiO3
54(LLTO; A = La, Li, B = Ti) systems have respectable
55conductivities in the region of 10−3 S/cm which arise from
56motion of the Li occupying the A-site between the O12 anion
57cages that deﬁne these sites.5,6 However, bulk ionic
58conductivity in LLTO may be limited by the presence of
59La3+ rich and La3+ poor A-site layers within the crystal structure,
60arising from the 2D diﬀusion of Li+ ions at lower temperature
61and 3D diﬀusion at higher temperature.7−9 In addition, the
62grain boundary conductivity is 1 order of magnitude lower than
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63 the bulk conductivity, reducing the total conductivity of LLTO
64 ceramics,5 and the reduction of Ti4+ to Ti3+ at the anode side of
65 a cell leads to electronic conductivity and limits the practical
66 use of LLTO as a Li+ ion electrolyte.10 One solution to the
67 problem of high electronic contribution to the conductivity is
68 to replace Ti4+ with stable 4d0 or 5d0 cations such as Nb5+ and
69 W6+: this has inspired the synthesis of several analogues of
70 LLTO, including the perovskites La1/3−xLi3xNbO3 (x <
71 0.1),11,12 La1/3−xLi3xTaO3
13−16 (x < 0.17) and the double
72 perovskite La4−xLi3xMg3W3O18
17 (x < 0.05) in which Li+ ions
73 have been introduced to the partially vacant A-site by aliovalent
74 substitution. The activation energies for Li conduction in such
75 compounds are thought to be aﬀected by the size of the
76 windows between A-sites (dependent on the size of the B
77 cation and directly aﬀected by structural distortion), and also by
78 the degree of covalency in the B−O bond,17 as implied by the
79 complex variation of ionic conductivity with composition and
80 lattice parameter in LLTO-derived systems such as
81 (La1−xNdx)0.56Li0.33Ti1−xO3 and La0.56Li0.33MxTi1−xO3 (M =
82 Zr4+, Hf4+),18,19 and related double perovskite systems such as
83 LiSr2−xTi2−2xTa1+2xO9,
20,21 whose octahedral BO6 networks are
84 not distorted substantially away from those of LLTO. Despite
85 the suppression of electronic conductivity in these compounds,
86 the resulting ionic conductivities are lower than those seen in
87 LLTO.
88 One approach to increasing ionic conductivity is to increase
89 the number of potential migration pathways for Li+ ions. The
90 perovskite A-site is not the only position that can accommodate
91 Li+ ions; there are many known double perovskites in which the
92 B-site is occupied by an ordered array of Li+ ions and a tetra-,
93 penta- or hexavalent cation, such as LaLi1/3Ti2/3O3 (which
94 exists in the same La2O3−Li2O−TiO2 phase diagram as
95 LLTO22,23), SrLi0.4W0.6O3
24 and the series La2LiMO6 (M =
96 V, Nb, Ta, Mo, Re, Ru, Os, Ir and Sb),25−27 as well as
97 perovskites with combinations of Li, Nb and W on the B-
98 site.28,29 Such compounds retain the advantage of negligible
99 electronic conductivity, but are rarely considered as ionic
100 conductors due to the lack of an obvious conduction pathway
101 between Li sites, and the paucity of examples of stable B-site
102 vacancies in perovskites. However, consideration of intersite
103 distances in the perovskite structure suggests that their
104 structural features may oﬀer a way of enhancing the ionic
105 conductivities of the A-site Li perovskites: assuming an
106 undistorted double perovskite with 1:1 rock-salt ordering on
107 the B-sites, the distance between adjacent B- and A-sites (=
108 √3/2ap) is considerably shorter than that between two B-site
109 Li+ ions (√2ap) and shorter than that between two adjacent A-
110 sites (ap). Hence, it is plausible that a perovskite with Li on
111 both the A- and B-sites would exhibit exchange between the
112 sites, oﬀering the potential to enhance ionic conductivity
113 considerably by opening up multiple pathways to Li+ ion
114 motion throughout the crystal structure. To date, there have
115 been no reports of such a compound, despite the prevalence of
116 both individual classes of structure.
117 Here we present the synthesis of such a material with
118 composition La3Li3W2O12, in which one-quarter of the A-sites
119 and one-half of the B-sites are occupied by Li+ ions. The
120 composition, crystal structure and Li+ ion dynamics of
121 La3Li3W2O12 are obtained and discussed through a combina-
122 tion of experimental and computational techniques. X-ray and
123 neutron diﬀraction, electron microscopy and solid-state 6Li
124 nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy experiments
125 combined with density functional theory (DFT) calculations
126are used to provide understanding of the crystal structure and
127the local Li environments. Additionally, insights into the Li+ ion
128dynamics are obtained by acquiring variable temperature 6Li
129and 7Li solid-state NMR data and measuring the Li+ ion
130conductivities by AC impedance spectroscopy (ACIS), and
131supported by computational modeling using ab initio molecular
132dynamics (AIMD) simulations.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
1332.1. Synthesis and Chemical Analysis. La3Li3W2O12. Powder
134samples of La3Li3W2O12 were prepared by a conventional high-
135temperature ceramic method. A stoichiometric mixture of La2O3
136(99.99% Sigma-Aldrich, dried at 950 °C for 12 h), Li2CO3 (>99%
137Sigma-Aldrich, dried at 250 °C for 12 h) and WO3 (99.9% Fluka, dried
138at 250 °C for 12 h) was ball-milled in ethanol; the resulting slurry was
139then dried, homogenized with a pestle and mortar (thus reversing any
140possible separation of the reactants by sedimentation upon drying),
141and a portion of the reaction mixture was pelletized. The pellet was
142loaded into an alumina crucible lined with gold foil, buried in sacriﬁcial
143powder of the same composition (i.e., the remainder of the reaction
144mixture), and subjected to a two-step ﬁring process: ﬁrst, the sample
145was heated in air to 900 °C at a rate of 5 °C/min and held for 5 h
146before cooling back to room temperature at 5 °C/min. PXRD shows
147that this step produces the targeted perovskite phase, but its
148crystallinity is relatively low, as indicated by broad Bragg peaks. To
149improve the crystallinity and homogeneity, the sample was reground
150by hand, repelletized, loaded into a gold-foil-lined alumina crucible and
151packed under the same sacriﬁcial powder, and then subjected to a
152second annealing in air at 900 °C for 60 h (heated and cooled at a rate
153of 5 °C/min). This was found to produce highly crystalline single-
154phase samples of La3Li3W2O12.
155La2/3Li0.4W0.6O3. For the initial synthesis of samples puriﬁed with
156washing, a mixture of La2O3 (99.99% Sigma-Aldrich, dried at 900 °C
157overnight), Li2CO3 (>99% Sigma-Aldrich, dried at 250 °C overnight)
158and WO3 (99.9% Fluka, dried at 250 °C overnight) for target
159composition La2/3Li1.34W0.6O3.3 was ball-milled overnight, and
160pelletized after homogenization in a mortar. A gold foil was placed
161between the alumina crucible and the pellet itself was covered in
162sacriﬁcial powder of the same composition. The sample was then
163annealed twice in ambient air at 900 °C for 5 h and once for 45 h with
164intermediate hand-grinding and pelletizing, using the same sacriﬁcial
165powder. The PXRD pattern of the resulting powder shows a mixture
166of the perovskite phase subsequently identiﬁed as La3Li3W2O12 and
167Li4WO5 impurity (PDF no. 00-021-0530). This impurity can be
168removed by sonicating the powder in dilute nitric acid (roughly 1 g of
169powder per 60 mL of a 25 mmol/L solution of HNO3 in water) for 5
170min. The powder is then ﬁltered, washed several times with distilled
171water and left to dry at 100 °C.
172Isotopically Enriched Samples for Neutron Diﬀraction and NMR.
173As 6Li has a very large absorption cross section, neutron diﬀraction
174experiments were performed on a 7Li enriched La3Li3W2O12 prepared
175using the same synthesis pathway and using 7Li enriched Li2CO3 (99%
176
7Li, Sigma-Aldrich, predried at 200 °C) as the lithium precursor.
177Because of the low NMR receptivity of 6Li,30 6Li enriched
178La3Li3W2O12 (La3
6Li3W2O12) was also synthesized by using
6Li2CO3
179(99.9% 6Li, Sigma-Aldrich, predried at 200 °C). 17O enriched
180La3Li3W2O12 (La3Li3W2
17O12) was prepared by a gas−solid exchange
181reaction with 17O enriched O2 gas (60%
17O, Sigma-Aldrich, used as
182received).31 A sealed quartz tube containing La3Li3W2O12 in a
17O
183enriched O2 gas atmosphere was heated at 5 °C/min to 600 °C and
184held for 12 h. The sample was then cooled to room temperature at a
185rate of 5 °C/min.
186Transmission Electron Microscopy Energy Dispersive X-ray
187Spectroscopy. TEM-EDX was performed in a JEOL 2000FX equipped
188with an EDAX spectrometer. A small amount of powder from each
189sample was dispersed in a small quantity of ethanol and deposited on a
190copper TEM grid. Ten particles were chosen at random and analyzed
191to determine the powder composition, and correction factors obtained
192from suitable reference compounds were applied to the raw data.
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193 Compositional Analyses. Inductively coupled plasma optical
194 emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) was used for compositional
195 analysis. A solution of La3Li3W2O12 in H2O was prepared by dissolving
196 the solid (approximately 60 mg) in 1.1 M of HNO3 (7 mL) and 0.9 M
197 of H2O2 (3 mL) making up to 100 mL with deionized H2O. Metal
198 contents were corrected for interference by comparing separate and
199 combined metal solutions of known concentrations (25 mg/L).
200 Experiments were performed on a Ciros (Spectro) radial view
201 instrument.
202 Dilatometry Measurements. The measurements for a 6 mm
203 diameter pellet of La3Li3W2O12 were performed on a DIL 402C
204 (Netzsch) push-rod dilatometer under ambient air. The pellet was
205 covered in platinum foil to avoid contamination of the alumina
206 spacers. The sample was heated to 700 °C at a rate of 5 °C/min
207 followed by a slower heating rate of 2 °C/min up to 860 °C, followed
208 by a holding time of 24 h at 860 °C before a cooling step at a rate of 5
209 °C/min down to 50 °C.
210 2.2. Diﬀraction Experiments. Powder X-ray diﬀraction (PXRD)
211 data for initial phase identiﬁcation and indexing were collected in
212 Bragg−Brentano mode on a Panalytical X’Pert Pro diﬀractometer
213 using monochromated Co Kα1 radiation (λ = 1.7890 Å). High
214 resolution synchrotron PXRD data (SXRD) were collected at room
215 temperature at beamline I11 (Diamond, UK) with an incident
216 wavelength of 0.826 185(5) Å, using 5 multianalyzer crystal detectors
217 with the sample contained in a spinning borosilicate capillary. Rietveld
218 reﬁnements against SXRD data were carried out using Topas
219 Academic version 5,32 against data in the 5 ≤ 2θ ≤ 90° range and
220 using Chebyschev background (18 terms) and Pearson-VII peak
221 proﬁle functions.
222 High resolution time-of-ﬂight powder neutron diﬀraction data
223 (PND) were collected at HRPD (ISIS, UK) at room temperature and
224 5 K from a sample enriched with 7Li to minimize absorption by 6Li.
225 Room temperature data were collected from the high resolution back
226 scattering detector bank (2θ = 168°) using a pulse window of 30−130
227 ms, corresponding to a d-spacing range of 0.6 < d < 2.6 Å. For the data
228 collection at 5 K, the pulse window was adjusted to 10−110 ms to
229 allow a d-spacing range 0.2 < d < 2.2 Å. In both cases, long data
230 acquisition times were used to ensure adequate counting statistics at
231 the smallest d-spacings. All data were corrected for absorption prior to
232 Rietveld analysis. Rietveld reﬁnements against PND data were carried
233 out using GSAS.33,34
234 2.3. Computational Details. All calculations were performed
235 using plane-wave based periodic density functional theory (DFT) with
236 the PBE functional.35 VASP36 was used for the bulk of calculations,
237 with the projector augmented wave method37 used to treat core
238 electrons. An energy cutoﬀ of 600 eV was imposed, with k-point grids
239 corresponding to a 4 × 4 × 3 grid in the 20 atom experimental cell.
240 Unit cell parameters and atomic positions were optimized until forces
241 on atoms reached 0.01 eV/Å. The relative energies of structures
242 calculated using a larger k-point grid (7 × 7 × 5) and tighter force
243 threshold (0.001 eV/Å) diﬀered by less than 0.01 eV/formula unit
244 (FU). Normal mode calculations were carried out at the Γ point using
245 ﬁnite diﬀerences and the harmonic approximation. Partial occupancies
246 of the electronic states were set using a Gaussian of width 0.01 eV.
247 Ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) calculations were performed
248 using the NVT ensemble, with the cell ﬁxed to the DFT optimized cell
249 parameters of the starting structure. A 1 ps equilibration run was
250 performed with the temperature rescaled at each step to the target
251 temperature. For subsequent production runs, a Nose ́ thermostat was
252 used, and the charge density recalculated every 1 ps. At high
253 temperatures, a broader 0.1 eV wide Gaussian was used to aid
254 convergence of the electronic states.
255 Nudged Elastic Band (NEB) calculations were performed with
256 initially six, and then 12 images along each path. The position of one
257 W atom was ﬁxed across the trajectory to prevent translational drift
258 occurring during structural optimization. Cell parameters and atomic
259 positions were optimized until forces on atoms reached 0.01 eV/Å.
260 NMR parameters were calculated using GIPAW38,39 as imple-
261 mented in CASTEP40 on the three most stable calculated
262 conﬁgurations: C1, C2 and C3 (see below). Before NMR parameters
263were calculated, structures were reoptimized starting from those
264obtained using VASP, with a higher cutoﬀ energy of 700 eV, and a
265force threshold of 0.001 eV/Å. The calculated isotropic magnetic
266shieldings (σiso) were converted to the isotropic chemical shifts (δiso)
267to allow comparison with the experimental values using the following
268expression δiso = 223.7 − 0.888σiso for 17O shifts41 and δiso = 86.9 −
2690.961σiso for
6,7Li shifts (see SI). The quadrupole coupling constants
270are obtained as CQ = eQVzz/h and the asymmetry parameter as ηQ =
271(Vxx − Vyy)/Vzz, where an ordering |Vzz| ≥ |Vyy| ≥ | Vxx| of the principal
272components of the traceless electric ﬁeld gradient tensor is assumed.
2732.4. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Experimental Details. 6Li
274magic angle spinning (MAS) solid-state NMR experiments were
275carried out on a 9.4 T Bruker Avance III HD spectrometer equipped
276with a Bruker 4 mm HXY MAS probe (in double resonance mode)
277tuned to X = 6Li at a Larmor frequency ν0(
6Li) = 58.88 MHz and on a
27820 T Bruker Avance II spectrometer with a Bruker 4 mm HX MAS
279probe tuned to 6Li at ν0(
6Li) = 125.11 MHz. 6Li spectra were obtained
280with a π/2 pulse length of 3 μs at a radio frequency (rf) amplitude of
281ν1(
6Li) = 83 kHz at a MAS rate of 10 kHz. Additional 6Li MAS NMR
282spectra were recorded on the same 9.4 T NMR spectrometer with a
283Bruker 1.3 mm HXY MAS probe at with a π/2 pulse length of 3 μs at a
284rf amplitude of ν1(
6Li) = 83 kHz at a MAS rate of 60 kHz.
28517O rotor synchronized Hahn echo and two-dimensional (2D) z-
286ﬁltered multiple-quantum MAS (MQMAS)42−44 experiments were
287carried out on a 9.4 T Bruker Avance III HD spectrometer with a
288Bruker 4 mm HXY MAS probe (in double resonance mode) tuned to
289
17O at ν0(
17O) = 54.2 MHz and at a MAS rate of 13 kHz, and on a 20
290T Bruker Avance II spectrometer with a Bruker 3.2 mm HXY MAS
291probe (in double resonance mode) tuned to 17O at ν0(
17O) = 115.3
292MHz and at a MAS rate of 20 kHz. 17O spectra were obtained with π/
2932 pulse lengths of 1 and 1.2 μs at a rf amplitude of ν1(
17O) = 83 and 70
294kHz at 20 and 9.4 T, respectively. Excitation and reconversion pulses
295in the 2D 17O 3QMAS NMR experiments were performed at rf
296amplitude of ν1(
17O) ≈ 83 kHz, whereas the selective π/2 was
297obtained at 13 kHz.
298All variable temperature 6Li and 7Li solid-state NMR experiments
299were obtained under static conditions at 9.4 T and with ν0(
6Li) =
30058.88 MHz and ν0(
7Li) = 155.51 MHz, respectively. Below 650 K,
301experiments were conducted on a 9.4 T Bruker Avance III HD
302spectrometer with a Bruker 4 mm HX high temperature MAS probe
303(between 294 and 650 K) and with a Bruker 4 mm HXY MAS probe
304(in double resonance mode) below 294 K using standard 4 mm ZrO2
305rotors and caps. Above 650 K, experiments were carried out on a 9.4 T
306Bruker Avance spectrometer using a single channel high temperature
307static NMR probe with a homemade CO2 laser (λ = 10.6 μm, 250 W)
308heating system developed in Orleáns (CNRS−CEMHTI, France).45,46
309The sample was placed in a BN crucible and inserted into the rf coil of
310the high temperature NMR probe. The sample is heated up by two
311lasers, passing axially through the NMR probe, with the sample
312temperature controlled by the laser power output. A ﬂow of N2 is used
313to cool the rf coil and a ﬂow of Ar gas to prevent oxidation of the BN
314crucible at high temperature. 6Li spectra were obtained with a π/2
315pulse of 3 μs at an rf amplitude of ν1(
6Li) = 83 kHz below 650 K and
316with a π/2 pulse of 52.5 μs at an rf amplitude of ν1(
6Li) = 4.7 kHz
317above 650 K. 7Li spectra were obtained with a π/2 pulse of 2 μs at an
318rf amplitude of ν1(
7Li) = 62.5 kHz below 650 K and with a π/2 pulse
319of 8 μs at an rf amplitude of ν1(
7Li) = 15 kHz above 650 K. Spin−
320lattice relaxation times in the laboratory frame (T1) were obtained
321using a saturation recovery pulse sequence and the data were ﬁtted to a
322stretched exponential of the form 1 − exp[−(τ/T1)α], where τ are
323variable delays and α is the stretch exponential coeﬃcient (between
3240.85 and 1). 7Li spin−lattice relaxation times in the rotating frame
325(T1ρ) were obtained with a spin-lock pulse sequence at frequencies of
326ν1(
7Li) = 8 and 14 kHz. T1ρ data were ﬁtted to a stretch exponential of
327the form exp[−(τ/T1ρ)α]. Temperature calibrations of the MAS
328probes (below 650 K) were performed with the 207Pb chemical shift
329thermometer of Pb(NO3)2,
47,48 and by following the 63Cu resonances
330of CuII and CuIBr across the γ-to-β phase transition at 642 and 658 K,
331respectively.49,50 Temperature calibration of the laser heated NMR
332probe was carried out by direct measurements of the melting points of
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333 reference samples.45,46 All temperatures reported are actual sample
334 temperatures and have an estimated accuracy of ±5 K (below 294 K),
335 ±10 K (between 294 and 420 K, ±20 K (between 420 and 600 K) and
336 ±30 K (above 600 K on the static laser probe).
337 Spectra were referenced to 10 M LiCl in D2O (for
6,7Li shifts) and
338 H2O (for
17O shifts) at 0 ppm.
339 2.5. Processing and AC Impedance Spectroscopy. The
340 synthesized powder samples were ball-milled overnight in ethanol
341 (350 rpm, Fritsch Pulverisette 7 Planetary Mill) and dried at 350 °C
342 under ﬂowing dry O2 for 24 h. The powders were then pressed
343 uniaxially in to pellets of 10 mm diameter and subjected to isostatic
344 pressing at 200 MPa using an Autoclave Engineers Cold Isostatic
345 Press. The resulting pellets were sintered at 900 °C under O2 for 36 h,
346 and a density of ≈67% was obtained. X-ray diﬀraction showed no
347 impurity phases were present in the pellet. The samples were coated
348 with Ag paste, followed by heating to 100 °C for 1 h to ensure bonding
349 to the sample surface. Conductivity measurements were then
350 performed in dry, ambient and wet air (the inlet gas being bubbled
351 through water at room temperature resulting in water partial pressure
352 of PH2O ≈ 0.03 atm) by AC impedance spectroscopy (Solartron 1260A
353 impedance analyzer) in the frequency range from 0.01 to 3 × 107 Hz
354 with a perturbation of 20 mV. The impedance data were analyzed
355 using ZView software.
3. RESULTS
356 3.1. Synthesis and Chemical Analysis. Initial synthetic
357 eﬀort concentrated on the introduction of A-site vacancies into
358 SrLi0.4W0.6O3
24 with the aim of subsequently ﬁlling them
359 partially with Li. This was addressed by replacing Sr2+ with 2/3
360 La3+ to form the series Sr1−3x/2LaxLi0.4W0.6O3. These reactions
361 led to multiphase products, but it was noted that solid state
362 reactions at the target composition La2/3Li0.4W0.6O3 with a large
363 amount of excess Li to avoid Li loss during synthesis resulted in
364 the formation of Li4WO5 and a new phase matching a
365 monoclinic distorted perovskite by indexing the PXRD pattern.
366 Sonication in nitric acid converted the Li4WO5 to the water-
367 soluble Li2WO4, allowing puriﬁcation of the perovskite phase
368 by washing in water. Initial ICP-OES and TEM-EDX analysis
369 suggested that this phase had a composition close to
370 La3Li3W2O12, and subsequent synthesis at 900 °C for 65 h
371 from oxide starting materials at this nominal composition
372 resulted in phase pure samples without the need for the
373 removal of impurities by washing. This synthetic route was used
374 for all materials measured in the paper.
375 The metal content of La3Li3W2O12 was measured by ICP-
376 OES, and after normalizing the metal concentrations to a total
377 of eight cations, the determined composition is
378 La3.020(81)Li2.975(61)W2.004(9) (Table S1 in the Supporting
379 Information). In addition, TEM-EDX analysis was used to
380 measure the La/W ratio of ten individual grains of the same
381 sample, and shows a distribution of La/W ratios with a mean of
382 1.52(8) (Figure S1). The nominal stoichiometric composition
383 of La3Li3W2O12 lies within the standard deviation of the
384 composition measured by both ICP-OES and TEM-EDX, and
385 will be used throughout the rest of the paper.
386 3.2. Diﬀraction Experiments. 3.2.1. Cell Indexing and B-
387 Site Cation Ordering by Powder X-ray Diﬀraction. The
388 reﬂections from the room temperature SXRD pattern of
389 La3Li3W2O12 were indexed to a monoclinic cell represented by
390 a√2ap ×√2ap × 2ap expansion of the cubic perovskite subcell
391 (of lattice parameter ap), and its systematic absences were
392 found to be consistent with space group P21/n. A
393 corresponding Pawley reﬁnement ﬁtted all of the observed
394 peaks with reﬁned unit cell dimensions a = 5.544 35(3) Å, b =
395 5.611 14(3) Å, c = 7.888 43(4) Å and β = 90.0982(2)° (Figure
396S2). The small monoclinic distortion is diﬃcult to resolve by
397laboratory PXRD but is clearly resolved by SXRD (e.g., the
398splitting of the 101 and 101 ̅ peaks, see inset in Figure S2). The
399combination of a monoclinic√2ap ×√2ap × 2ap unit cell with
400P21/n symmetry is characteristic of cryolite-type double
401perovskites, where 1:1 (rock-salt type) B cation ordering
402(further conﬁrmed by the presence of (0kl): k = 2n+1
403reﬂections) is combined with a small tolerance factor that
404induces a b−b−c+ type octahedral tilt distortion.51 The Li
405containing double perovskite La2LiSbO6
27 is an example of this
406class of double perovskites: it contains Li+ and a high valency
407cation (Sb5+) in a 1:1 ratio on the B sublattice, whereas the A-
408site is rich in La3+. Consequently the structure of La2LiSbO6
27
409was used to derive a preliminary Rietveld model of
410La3Li3W2O12, with Sb
5+ replaced by W6+ and the single
411crystallographically independent A-site populated by La only
412(in this reﬁnement the occupancy of Li was ignored due to the
413insensitivity of X-rays to scattering by Li in the presence of W
414and La). In order to minimize correlation with reﬁned
415occupancy parameters, constraints were then applied to the
416thermal parameters such that the three oxide sites were
417described by a single parameter, and the B-site cations were also
418described by a single parameter (due to the weak scattering
419power of Li). Initially, the atomic coordinates and isotropic
420thermal parameters were reﬁned, with site occupancies ﬁxed to
421nominal values. The Li/W occupancies of the B-sites were then
422allowed to reﬁne independently, with the total occupancy at
423each site constrained to 1, with no constraint on the global
424 f1composition. The resulting Rietveld ﬁt is shown in Figure 1a,
425and the ﬁnal reﬁned parameters are shown in Table S2. These
426indicate that the B-site Li/W cations are fully ordered, with
427reﬁned compositions of Li1.000(1)W0.000(1) (2c site) and Li0.015(3)
428W0.985(3) (2d site) respectively. The reﬁned La/W ratio of
4291.522(4) is consistent with the nominal composition and that
430determined by TEM-EDX and ICP-OES experiments.
4313.2.2. Location of A-Site Li+ Ions by Powder Neutron
432Diﬀraction. The low concentration of Li+ ions on the A-site,
433coupled to their weak X-ray scattering power, precludes their
434location by PXRD. However, it has proven to be possible to
435locate partially occupied Li sites in similar systems, such as
436La0.567 Li0.3TiO3, by using high resolution neutron diﬀraction
437(and hence a stronger negative scattering factor for Li) to
438generate Fourier diﬀerence maps.52 The provisional structural
439model obtained by Rietveld reﬁnement against SXRD data (see
440section 3.2.1), with no Li on the A-site, was used as a starting
441model in a Rietveld reﬁnement against HRPD neutron
442diﬀraction data collected at 5 K in the d-spacing range 0.5−
4432.1 Å, and also the room temperature data set in the d-spacing
444range 0.6−2.6 Å, using only the high resolution detector bank
445(similar to the strategy employed for Li0.30La0.567TiO3
52). The
446atomic coordinates were reﬁned independently for La and the
447three oxide sites and isotropic displacement parameters were
448reﬁned independently for all atoms. This provided a reasonable
449ﬁt to both data sets (Rwp = 2.21%, χ
2 = 3.15 at 5 K and Rwp =
4504.67%, χ2 = 8.29 at room temperature, see Figure S3).
451Inspection of the corresponding Fourier diﬀerence maps
452 f2(Figure 2) revealed a single intense negative peak at 5 K,
453indicative of unmodelled scattering from Li, which is displaced
454from the La site by 1.03(2) Å approximately parallel to the
455[010]p direction. The large displacement of this peak from the
456La position, and its negative intensity, means that it cannot be
457accounted for by disorder (either static or dynamic) of the La
458position. A negative peak was also found at this position in the
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459 Fourier diﬀerence map generated at room temperature, but at
460 this temperature it is diﬃcult to distinguish it from the
461 background features (see Figure 2c): consequently, the 5 K
462 data were used to locate the Li coordinates with greater
463 precision. The model was modiﬁed to include Li on this
464 position with an occupancy of 0.25, corresponding to the
465 nominal composition. Isotropic displacement parameters (Uiso)
466 were reﬁned independently for each atom, and atomic
467 coordinates for La, Li1 (A-site) and the three oxide sites
468 were also reﬁned independently. The site occupancies were
469 ﬁxed to nominal values for all atoms, as the simultaneous
470 reﬁnement of the occupancy and Uiso for Li1 was precluded by
471 a strong correlation between these parameters. This produced a
472 stable reﬁnement (Figure 1b) with an improvement of ﬁt (Rwp
473 = 2.15%, χ2 = 2.969) for which the reﬁned structural parameters
474 are given in Table S3. Attempts to include Li on other, weaker,
475 negative peaks in the Fourier diﬀerence map did not produce
476 stable reﬁnements. The resulting model has A-site Li displaced
477 from the centroid of the O12 cage by 0.79(2) Å along the
478(110)p direction, where it is coordinated to 4 nearest-neighbor
479oxygens in a distorted tetrahedron, with Li−O distances in the
480 f3range 2.11(2)−2.20(2) Å (Figure 3). Calculation of the bond
481valence sums (BVS)53 at the Li sites gives values of 1.00 at the
482LiO6 B-site, and 0.62 at the LiO4 A-site, indicating that Li is
483under-bonded in this position. However, this agrees closely
484 f4with the structure predicted by DFT calculations (Figure 4, see
485below), implying that this is the most stable position available
486for A-site Li.
487After the Li+ ions were located at 5 K, the model was tested
488against room temperature data (Figure 1c). The atomic
489coordinates and isotropic displacement parameters of the Li1,
490La and the oxide ions were reﬁned independently, with site
491occupancies ﬁxed to nominal values, and this was found to
492produce a stable reﬁnement and an improved ﬁt (Rwp = 4.54%,
493χ2 = 7.842). Attempts to include Li atoms on the sites of other
494negative peaks resulted in unstable reﬁnements with the A-site
495Li showing a strong tendency to move far from its initial
496position, and these models were therefore discarded. The
497reﬁned room temperature structural parameters are shown in
498Table S4, and the structure (which is isostructural with the 5 K
499model) is illustrated with the local coordination of A-site Li in
500Figure S4. Note that, for clarity, the detailed discussion of the
501La3Li3W2O12 structure (section 4) refers only to the 5 K model.
5023.3. Computation. 3.3.1. Location of A-Site Li. The
503experimentally determined unit cell of La3Li3W2O12 contains
504four A-sites, three occupied by La on average, and one by Li.
505To aid in the determination of the likely location of A-site Li in
506La3Li3W2O12, DFT calculations in the crystallographic unit cell
507were performed starting from the reﬁned structure of
508La3Li3W2O12, with a single A-site Li initially placed on the
509same site as determined for La. Upon structural relaxation, the
510A-site Li was displaced away from the La site by 0.4 Å along the
511b axis to a new site, A1 (Figure 4a,b), close to that determined
512by low temperature PND. In this site, which is 4-fold
513coordinated to O atoms, Li sits in the base of a distorted
514tetrahedron, with three short bonds (2.00, 2.04 and 2.08 Å),
515and one long bond to the apex of the tetrahedron (2.39 Å). The
516calculated BVS for Li at A1 is 0.77, slightly lower than that of
517the two B-site Li atoms (0.81 and 0.90). As DFT calculations
518using the generalized gradient approximation are known to
519overestimate bond lengths, and consequently underestimate
520BVS, site A1 appears to be a reasonable coordination
521environment for the A-site Li. No normal modes with
522imaginary frequencies are calculated for this structure, showing
523that it is a true minimum on the potential energy surface at 0 K.
524AIMD calculations were performed to investigate the
525possibility that Li may reside in diﬀerent coordination
526environments within a single O12 cage around the A-site.
527Taking the previously calculated cell with Li on site A1, a 23 ps
528AIMD run was performed at room temperature (298 K) using a
5291 fs time-step. The trajectory of the A-site Li atom clearly
530shows that the atom does not simply oscillate around site A1,
531rather it is able to access a large region of space around the
532center of the O12 cage (Figure 4c). A Li density map was
533constructed, by placing a Gaussian function at each point in
534space visited by Li during the 23 ps trajectory (Figure 4d). This
535map, which reﬂects the amount of time spent by Li in any
536location, shows that there are other sites in which the A-site Li
537spends an appreciable amount of time.
538Performing standard structural optimization calculations with
539the A-site Li on these sites within the O12 anion cage, followed
540by normal mode calculations, results in the determination of
Figure 1. Rietveld reﬁnements of La3Li3W2O12. (a) Simpliﬁed
structural model (i.e., no A-site Li) reﬁned against high resolution
synchrotron X-ray diﬀraction at ambient temperature. (b) Reﬁnement
of the full structural model against PND data from the backscattering
bank of HRPD, using a time-of-ﬂight window of 10−110 ms at 5 K.
(c) Reﬁnement of the same structural model against PND data from
the same detector bank, using a time-of-ﬂight window of 30−130 ms at
ambient temperature.
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541 two more A-site positions which are minima on the 0 K
542 potential energy surface, A2 and A3 (Figure S5). The
543 La3Li3W2O12 structure with A-site Li on either of these two
544 sites is 0.04 eV/FU higher in energy than with Li in A1, but at
545 room temperature AIMD shows that all three sites are occupied
546 for some time. The A-site Li is coordinated to four O atoms on
547 site A2 as on site A1, but Li on site A3 has three short Li−O
548 bonds forming a roughly trigonal planar geometry (Figure S5),
549 though three longer Li−O distances between 2.6 and 3.0 Å may
550 also contribute to stabilizing Li on this site. Nudged elastic
551 band (NEB) calculations were performed to determine the
552 barriers to Li atom hopping between sites A1, A2 and A3. The
553 calculated barriers between A1 and A2, and A1 and A3 are 0.08
554 and 0.07 eV/FU, respectively (Figure 4e). These barriers are
555 around 3kBT at room temperature, and small enough to allow
556 appreciable hopping between sites even on the picosecond time
557 scale.
558 3.3.2. Local A-Site Ordering. Reﬁnement of SXRD data
559 shows that the La atoms are randomly distributed over all A-
560 sites, with a partial occupancy of 0.75. There is often a trend
561 toward La ordering in related systems,9,53−58 though this
562 sometimes only seen at the local scale.59 To assess the
563 likelihood of local A-site ordering between La and Li in
564 La3Li3W2O12, 128 unique La/Li distributions were generated in
565 a 2 × 2 × 1 supercell using the site occupancy disorder
566 program,60 and the resulting supercells structurally optimized
567 using DFT.
568 Conﬁgurations C1 and C2, along with the next most stable
569 conﬁguration, C3 (Figure S6), were used to calculate 6Li and
570
17O NMR parameters for comparison with the experimental
571 results in section 3.4.
572 The energies of the conﬁgurations are distributed over a
573 relatively small energy range of 0.43 eV/FU. Two energetically
574 degenerate conﬁgurations are found to be the most stable, C1
f5 575 and C2 (Figure 5). Both conﬁgurations show ordering of A-site
576 Li into distinct columns through the structure, running along
577the b axis in C1 and the c axis in C2, resulting in A-site layers
578which are fully occupied by La. The alternation of fully La
579occupied A-site layers with mixed La/Li or La/vacancy layers
580has been observed in related perovskites, with long-range
581ordering present in La2/3−xLi3xTiO3, La1/3NbO3,
55
582La4Mg3W3O18
56 and La6Mg4Ta2W2O24,
61 and short-range
583ordering present in La5/3MgTaO6.
59 A comparison of other
584computed conﬁgurations of La3Li3W2O12 shows that arrange-
585ments in which A-site Li are well separated are generally higher
586in energy. Assuming a completely random distribution of La
587and Li on the A-site, each A-site Li would be expected to have
588an average of 0.75 out of six nearest-neighbor A-sites occupied
589by Li. A plot of conﬁguration energy versus the average number
590of Li A-site nearest-neighbors for each Li within a conﬁguration,
591shows a clear trend, with a low p-value (probability of no
592correlation) of 2 × 10−9, toward higher numbers of Li−Li
593nearest neighbors in more stable conﬁgurations (Figure 5).
594This suggests a preference toward local ordering of La and Li.
595However, the relatively smooth distribution of conﬁguration
596energies, and the large number of diﬀerent conﬁgurations
597within kBT at the synthetic temperature, prevents long-range
598ordering into any single ordered conﬁguration, and hence the
599average structure has a three-dimensional Li distribution.
6003.3.3. Generation of A-site Li Vacancy Defects. Motion of
601Li through La3Li3W2O12 is likely to require the presence of Li
602vacancy defects within the structure. A-site vacancies in
603stoichiometric La3Li3W2O12 can be created by hosting two Li
604atoms on the same A-site. The energy cost of creating such
605Frenkel defects was calculated by taking conﬁgurations C1 and
606C2 in the 2 × 2 × 1 supercell, and moving one A-site Li atom
607away from its original site into a site close to another A-site Li
608atom. After relaxing seven such structures using DFT, the
609lowest energy structure, a defective C2 conﬁguration (Figure
6105e), was 0.39 eV per defect higher in energy than the perfect
611C2 conﬁguration. The two A-site Li atoms within the same A-
612site O12 cage are located close to the A1 and A2 positions
Figure 2. (a) Neutron diﬀraction Fourier diﬀerence map of La3Li3W2O12 sliced in the (001) plane, resulting from a Rietveld model with no A-site Li
atoms (superimposed on the map), reﬁned against PND data at 5 K. Atom colors: La in black, Li in green, W in gray, O in red. (b) Individual slice
through z = 0.75 at 5 K, showing an intense negative peak (blue) which corresponds to unmodelled Li scattering intensity on the A-site. (c)
Individual slice through z = 0.75 at ambient temperature, resulting from a Rietveld model with no A-site Li atoms, showing only weak negative peaks
that are diﬃcult to distinguish from the background.
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613 (section 3.3.1), though displaced away from each other
614 increasing the Li−Li separation to 2.6 Å (Figure 5e).
615 A-site vacancies could also be generated by a slight excess of
616 La (within the experimental uncertainty), forming
617 La3+xLi3−3xW2O12. Starting from conﬁguration C1 (section
618 3.3.2), 55 symmetrically unique conﬁgurations were generated
619 in the 2 × 2 × 1 supercell, in which one A-site Li atom was
620 replaced with a La atom, and two A-site Li atoms removed.
621 These conﬁgurations were relaxed using DFT, and energetically
622 compared to a combination of La3Li3W2O12 and La2WO6. The
623 lowest energy conﬁguration (Figure 5f) gives a defect energy of
624 0.77 eV per additional La atom, or equivalently 0.39 eV per Li
625 vacancy.
626 Charge compensation of two Li vacancies by removal of a
627 single oxide ion was investigated by calculating the energy of 40
628 unique arrangements of Li and O vacancies starting from
629 conﬁguration C1. The lowest energy arrangement (Figure 5g)
630 contains a 5-fold coordinated W atom, in a trigonal bipyramidal
631coordination geometry. It is 1.11 eV less stable than the defect
632free structure, a defect energy of 0.55 eV per Li vacancy.
633Another potential compensation mechanism is the replace-
634ment of a B-site Li with a B-site W, and ﬁve A-site Li vacancies,
635but it is not feasible to model this using the present supercell
636methodology. By necessity, the calculations presented here are
637performed in relatively small supercells, and therefore represent
638an unrealistically high defect concentration, nevertheless they
639reveal that Li vacancies can be formed with an energy penalty
640below 5kBT at the synthesis temperature of La3Li3W2O12, and
641are therefore likely to exist at low concentrations.
6423.3.4. Li Motion between O12 Cages. The motion of A-site
643Li atoms between neighboring O12 cages was investigated by
644performing a 20 ps AIMD run at 673 K within a supercell
Figure 3. Crystal structure of La3Li3W2O12 from NPD at 5 K. (a)
Monoclinic√2ap ×√2ap × 2ap unit cell viewed along the (100) axis.
(b) Unit cell viewed along the (001) axis. (c) A fragment of the unit
cell showing the distorted tetrahedral coordination of Li at the A-site.
Atom colors: La in blue, Li in green, W in gray, O in red; pie charts
signify the occupancies of the sites.
Figure 4. A-site Li positions in La3Li3W2O12 calculated by DFT.
Position A1 is shown in panel a, and the coordination spheres of the
A-site Li atom are labeled with Li−O distances below 2.5 Å in panel b.
The atomic positions during a 23 ps trajectory of a room temperature
AIMD run are plotted every 10 fs in panel c. A Li density map of this
trajectory in panel d shows that the A-site Li resides in diﬀerent
positions within the cell. These are labeled according to the
corresponding stable A-site positions determined by DFT: A1, A2
and A3. Atom colors: La in blue, Li in green, W in gray, O in red. The
energies of the lowest energy pathways between site A1 and sites A2
and A3 were calculated using the NEB method, and are plotted in
panel e as a function of the root-mean-square diﬀerence in positions
between each image structure and the lowest energy structure, A1.
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645 containing a Frenkel defect. The vacancy and interstitial Li
646 atoms were separated suﬃciently to prevent recombination and
f6 647 removal of the defect. Figure 6 shows that even on the relatively
648 small time scale of 20 ps, hopping between occupied and vacant
649 A-sites in neighboring O12 cages is observed, along with
650 considerable motion of the interstitial Li atom within each cage.
651 Cage-to-cage hopping occurs through a window of four O
652 atoms in a roughly rhomboid conﬁguration. Frenkel defects will
653 thus give rise to long-range diﬀusion at temperatures where
654 ﬁnite ionic conductivity is observed in experiment. In addition a
655 single hopping event was observed from an occupied Li B-site
656 to a neighboring vacant A-site and back again (Figure 6c),
657 showing that exchange between the A-site and B-site is possible
658 at this temperature.
659 To investigate the energetics of Li+ ion hopping in more
660 detail, a series of constrained DFT relaxations were performed.
661 The position of a W atom and the y-coordinate of the A-site Li
662 atom in the channel containing the A-site vacancy were ﬁxed in
663 the supercell used in the AIMD run described above. The cell
664 and all other atomic positions were then allowed to relax. This
665 process was repeated for a range of y-coordinates through the
666 supercell (Figure 6d), producing an energy landscape for the
667 motion of Li through the two A-sites (Figure 6e). The
668 landscape is more complicated than might be expected,
669 consisting of multiple minima and energy barriers, the
670conﬁgurations of which are shown in Figure S7. The diﬀerence
671in energy between the lowest energy minima and the highest
672point on the landscape is ∼0.25 eV, with barriers to individual
673hopping events in the range of 0.1−0.2 eV. Cage-to-cage
674hopping of Li atoms is therefore likely to occur through a
675complicated combination of many shorter range hopping
676processes between local minima on the energy landscape, rather
677than single hops between one O12 cage and the next. This is
678consistent with the diﬀerent stable A-site positions within a
679single cage calculated in section 3.3.1, and the trajectories
680shown in the AIMD run (Figure 6a).
6813.4. NMR. Solid state NMR has proven itself to be a valuable
682technique to investigate and understand Li environments and
683diﬀusion in fast Li+ ion conductors, taking advantage of the two
684stable NMR active isotopes of lithium (6Li and 7Li). 6Li solid-
685state magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR is widely used for
686structure investigation because of the high resolution data
687usually obtained with this isotope. Additionally, it is well-known
688that there is a correlation between 6Li shift and Li−O
689coordination30,62,63 that permits the characterization of the
690local Li environments. The Li dynamics are studied with a
691range of 6Li and 7Li variable temperature NMR experi-
692ments.8,64−70 The temperature dependence of NMR line
693width and spin−lattice relaxation times T1 and T1ρ for both
694Li nuclei are very sensitive to the mobility of Li+ on the NMR
Figure 5. Two most stable arrangements of A-site La and Li in a 2 × 2 × 1 supercell and the computed structure of Li vacancy defects: (a)
conﬁguration C1 and (b) conﬁguration C2. Structures are viewed down the axis along which A-site Li forms columns, with the A-site Li in the center
of the cell. A-site layers fully occupied by La can be seen at the edges of the cells. B-site atoms and their coordinating O atoms are shown as
polyhedra. (c) The energy of 128 conﬁgurations relative to conﬁguration C1 is plotted against the mean number of Li A-site nearest neighbors for
each A-site Li within the structure. The black line is a ﬁt by linear regression to the data, showing correlation between the stability of conﬁguration
and short-range ordering of the A-site Li atoms. A random distribution of La and Li on the A-site gives a value of 0.75 for the number of nearest
neighbors, and Li in 1D columns have two Li A-site nearest neighbors. (d) Frenkel defect in conﬁguration C2. The Li vacancy site is shown in white,
the new interstitial Li A-site in dark green, and the original A-site Li position in yellow. The coordination environments of the two Li sharing the
same A-site are shown in panel e, with bond distances and the Li−Li separation shown in Angstroms. (f) Three A-site Li atoms in conﬁguration C1
are replaced with one La (cyan) and two vacancies (white). (g) Two A-site Li vacancies (white) in conﬁguration C1 are compensated by the removal
of one oxygen atom, forming a 5-fold trigonal bipyramid coordinated W atom (brown). B-site atoms and their coordinating O atoms are shown as
polyhedra. Atom colors: La in blue, Li in green, W in gray. Oxygen atoms have been omitted for clarity, except in panel e where they are shown in
red.
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695 time scale (kHz to MHz), allowing determination of Li jump
696 rates τ−1.
697 3.4.1. Identiﬁcation of Two Li Sites with 6Li MAS NMR
698 Spectroscopy. The room temperature 6Li MAS NMR spectrum
f7 699 of La3
6Li3W2O12 recorded at 20 T is presented in Figure 7 (and
700 Figure S8), where two Li environments are clearly observed.
701 The spectrum is ﬁtted with two resonances at 0 and −0.4 ppm
702 in a 1:2 ratio, consistent with the A:B site Li ratio proposed in
703 the structural model. Based on the known relationship between
704
6Li shift and Li coordination numbers,30,62,63 the latter
705 resonance is assigned to LiO6 whereas the former corresponds
706 to a lower coordinate Li environment. Spectral assignment of
707 this resonance to a speciﬁc coordination number is not
708 straightforward given the range of potential shifts for four and
709 ﬁve coordinated Li+ ions. For example, LiO4 and LiO5 sites
710 appear at 0.8 and 0.2 ppm in Li4SiO4 respectively,
62,63 whereas
711LiO4 appears around 0.1 ppm in other Li containing silicates.
63
712These data conﬁrm the presence of both Li atoms in the B-site
713(LiO6) and the A-site (LiO4 or LiO5) of La3Li3W2O12,
714consistent with both the experimental diﬀraction and computa-
715tional DFT determination of the A-site Li coordination
716environment.
717The three most stable conﬁgurations of La3Li3W2O12 in the 2
718× 2 × 1 supercells C1, C2 and C3 (section 3.3.2) were used to
719predict the 6Li NMR parameters using the GIPAW
720approach.
38,39 Li+ ions at the A-sites in these optimized
721structures have calculated isotropic shielding values, σiso, of 91.0
722± 0.1 ppm (and calculated isotropic chemical shifts δiso,cs =
723−0.6 ppm) and those at the B-sites of 91.5 ± 0.1 ppm (and
724δiso,cs = −1.0 ppm, Figure S10). Because the experimentally
725observed shifts are expected to be proportional to −σiso,
71 this
Figure 6. Calculated Li+ ion dynamics. (a) A Li density map of the Li positions throughout a 20 ps AIMD run at 673 K. The initial locations of A-site
Li atoms are shown as white circles. The left half of the cell contains a vacant A-site, and the right half an interstitial A-site Li. B-site Li atoms are
labeled with a B. Contours are plotted on a logarithmic scale. (b) The atomic positions between 3 and 4 ps, showing the migration of A-site Li from
an occupied O12 cage to a vacant one (left, initially vacant site marked with an arrow) and between two interstitial sites within an O12 cage (right).
(c) The atomic positions between 15 and 16 ps, showing the migration of a B-site Li (yellow sphere) to the neighboring A-site (Li path marked with
an arrow). The energy landscape for the migration of Li through two A-sites is calculated with constrained DFT relaxations. (d) The atomic
positions from each constrained DFT relaxation are overlaid as the Li was moved through the A-site channel containing an A-site vacancy, showing
the path of Li throughout the cell between two O12 cages. (e) The relative energy of each relaxed structure is plotted against the fractional y-
coordinate of the constrained Li atom. Numbers relate to the atomic conﬁgurations shown in Figure S7. Gray polyhedra are the coordination
environments of the W atoms, O atoms are shown in red, La in blue and Li in green with yellow spheres marking the positions of the Li atoms at the
start of the AIMD run.
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726 is consistent with the assignment of the peaks at 0.0 and −0.4
727 ppm as A-site Li (LiO4) and B-site (LiO6) environments.
728 3.4.2. 17O NMR Spectroscopy. The 17O Hahn echo spectra
729 obtained for La3Li3W2
17O12 at 9.4 and 20 T show a pattern
730 consisting of multiple overlapping peaks spanning 300 to 500
731 ppm (Figure 7b). Both spectra have similar line widths and no
732 further line narrowing is seen at high ﬁeld, as expected for ionic
733 solids.72 No further spectral resolution is obtained in the 2D
734 3QMAS NMR spectrum obtained at 9.4 T (Figure 7c) which
735 shows signal along the isotropic diagonal and is indicative of a
736 large distribution of chemical shifts which can be associated
737 with structural disorder.
738 The accuracy of the calculation of NMR parameters using the
739 GIPAW38,39 approach has greatly increased and the method can
740 be used with conﬁdence as a predictive tool for spectral
741 assignments of oxide materials.71,73 GIPAW calculations were
742 used to determine the expected experimental shifts arising from
743 the various local oxygen environments OLi3La, OLa2Li2,
744 OLa3Li and OLa4 in La3Li3W2O12. Calculated
17O shifts δ are
745 distributed over the 300−480 ppm range (Figure 7b) and agree
746 well with the experiment shifts observed in La3Li3W2
17O12.
747 Note that the quadrupolar interaction contribution to the shifts
748 is negligible as evidenced by the absence of ﬁeld dependence of
749 the 17O NMR spectra and conﬁrmed by the small calculated
750 quadrupolar induced shift of <10 ppm, as expected for ionic
751 solids (see SI).72 There is a weak correlation between the
752 predicted shifts and the diﬀerent number of A-site Li+ ions
753 coordinated to a single O2− ion, the higher shift obtained
754 corresponding to the larger number of coordinated Li+ ions
755 (Figure S9). This trend is expected due to the smaller chemical
756shieldings (and hence larger shifts) created around oxygens by
757the smaller four-coordinated Li+ than La3+ (ionic radii of 0.76
758and 1.03 Å, respectively).74
7593.4.3. Li+ Ion Mobility: 7Li Line Shape Analysis. Information
760on the Li+ ion dynamics was initially obtained from motional
761narrowing of the static 6Li and 7Li NMR spectra as a function
762of temperature. The variable temperature 7Li NMR spectra of
763La3Li3W2O12 and
6Li NMR spectra of fully 6Li enriched
764La3Li3W2O12 (La3
6Li3W2O12) obtained at 9.4 T are shown in
765 f8Figure 8. Below room temperature, the 7Li static NMR spectra
766show the anticipated line shape expected for a spin 3/2 nucleus
767with a dipolar broadened central line (full width at half-
768maximum of ∼4 kHz) at around 0 ppm corresponding to the
769+1/2↔−1/2 central transition, and a very broad resonance
770spanning ∼300 ppm (∼50 kHz) corresponding to the 3/2↔1/
7712 and −1/2↔−3/2 satellite transitions. The broadening of the
772central transition is due to the strong 7Li−7Li homonuclear
773dipolar interaction and is averaged out as the temperature is
774increased due to greater Li+ ion mobility (Figure 8c), yielding
775motional narrowing of NMR line widths. Similarly, the 6Li
776static NMR lines of La3
6Li3W2O12 are slightly broadened (∼1.4
777kHz) below room temperature and narrow with increasing
778temperature to ∼0.7 kHz at ∼600 K and ∼0.5 kHz above ∼900
779K. The onset of motional narrowing occurs at ∼300 K for both
780
6Li and 7Li. At the inﬂection point of the temperature
781dependent line narrowing experiment, the Li+ jump rates τ−1
782are estimated from the NMR line width in the low temperature
783rigid-lattice regime Δωrigid lattice, and yield values of ∼9 × 103 s−1
784and ∼3 × 104 s−1 at 400 and 420 K from 6Li and 7Li data,
785respectively.
Figure 7. NMR structural investigation of La3Li3W2O12. (a)
6Li magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR spectra of La3
6Li3W2O12 recorded at 20 T under
MAS at 10 kHz. Black dashed lines represent line shape simulation using two diﬀerent 6Li resonances at 0 ppm (blue dashed line) and −0.4 ppm
(red dashed line) corresponding to A-site (LiO4 or LiO5) and B-site (LiO6) local environments, respectively.
6Li MAS NMR spectra recorded at 9.4
T and faster MAS are given in Figure S8. (b) 17O Hahn echo NMR spectra of La3Li3W2
17O12 recorded at 9.4 T under MAS at 13 kHz (blue) and at
20 T under MAS at 20 kHz (red). The histogram represents the number of oxygen atoms as a function of the calculated GIPAW38,39 17O shifts for
the 96 oxygen atoms of the 2 × 2 × 1 cell of La3Li3W2O12 within the three lowest energy structures C1, C2 and C3 (OLaLi3, OLa2Li2, OLa3Li and
OLa4 oxygen environments are given in yellow, purple, cyan and orange, respectively). The calculated
17O shifts appear to be weakly correlated with
the number of La3+ ions around a single O2− ion (see Figure S9). Asterisks (*) denote spinning sidebands. (c) 17O 2D z-ﬁltered 3QMAS spectrum of
La3Li3W2
17O12 recorded at 9.4 T and under MAS at 13 kHz. The diagonal dotted line represents the isotropic correlation line. Left: isotropic
projection of the 2D 3QMAS data. Top: 17O Hahn echo NMR spectra of La3Li3W2
17O12.
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786 In the fast motional regime above 420 K, the static 7Li NMR
787 spectra show motionally narrowed NMR lines and the typical
788 broad powder pattern line shape characteristics of a spin 3/2
789 nucleus with the clear discontinuities associated with the
790 satellite transitions. At 720 K, these singularities are observed at
791 ∼−100 and +100 ppm (Figure 8a) from which a quadrupolar
792 coupling constant CQ of 30 kHz can be estimated. As the
793 temperature is increased to 984 K, the broad static pattern
794 gradually narrows through a continuous averaging of the
795 electric quadrupolar interactions by Li+ ion motion. It is
796 potentially expected that at higher temperature the satellite
797 transitions would completely narrow and vanish due to
798 increasing Li+ ion mobility. However, this regime is not
799 obtained here due to the decomposition of La3Li3W2O12, or its
800 reaction with the BN crucible, above 1000 K under the
801 reducing N2/Ar atmosphere of the high temperature laser
802heated NMR probe used (see Figure S11 for stability test of
803La3Li3W2O12 monitored by PXRD).
8043.4.4. Li+ Ion Mobility: 6,7Li Spin−Lattice Relaxation Rates.
805 f9Figure 9a shows the temperature dependence of the 6Li and 7Li
806spin−lattice relaxation rates in the laboratory and rotating
807frames, T1
−1 and T1ρ
−1, providing Li+ ion dynamics with
808frequencies on the order of the Larmor (ν0 = 59 and 156 MHz
809for 6Li and 7Li) and spin-lock frequencies (ν1 = 8 and 14 kHz),
810respectively, and resulting from ﬂuctuations of the local
811magnetic dipolar or electrical quadrupolar interactions induced
812by Li+ ion motion. At temperature below 250 K, the T1
−1 and
813T1ρ
−1 values are relatively constant, showing little Li+ ion
814motion. As the temperature is increased to 260 K, the T1
−1 and
815T1ρ
−1 rates measured for both 6Li and 7Li become longer and
816are indicative of a slow motional regime (where 2πν0τc and
8172πν1τc ≫ 1 with τc the correlation time of the motion). Here,
Figure 8. Li+ dynamics obtained from NMR motional narrowing. (a) 7Li static NMR spectra of La3Li3W2O12 and (b)
6Li static NMR spectra of
La3
6Li3W2O12 as a function of temperature. The green spectrum in panel a corresponds to a line shape simulation. (c) Temperature dependence of
the 6Li (red) and 7Li (blue) NMR line widths of La3Li3W2O12. The vertical and horizontal dashed lines give the temperatures corresponding to the
inﬂection point of the 6,7Li line narrowing experiments and the rigid-lattice line width Δωrigid lattice used to determine the Li jump rates τ−1 (τ−1 ≈
Δωrigid lattice), respectively, and are guides to the eyes.
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818 both T1
−1 and T1ρ
−1 rates do not characterize Li+ ion
819 translational diﬀusion75 but probe local processes such as
820 hopping between local energy minima that contribute to
821 unsuccessful jumps between cages. Activation energies Ea on
822 the order of 0.09−0.19(2) eV are extracted and are similar to
823 those seen in this regime in other Li+ ion conducting oxides
824 such as La2/3−xLi3xTiO3 (0.08 < x < 0.167)
8,76,77 and cubic
825 Li7La3Zr2O12.
66
826 As the temperature is increased further, T1ρ
−1 maxima are
827 observed at around 550 K and the Li+ ion jump rates τ−1 are on
828 the order of the spin-lock frequency ν1 (2πν1τ ≈ 0.5)
78 yielding
829 values of 1 × 105 and 1.8 × 105 s−1 at 552 and 574 K. At
830 temperatures above these maxima, the T1
−1 and T1ρ
−1 rates
831 decrease (i.e., the material enters the fast motional regime,
832 2πν0τc and 2πν1τc ≪ 1) and the jump rates τ−1 relate to Li+
833 translational diﬀusion.79,80 An activation energy of 0.26 ± 0.10
834 eV is determined from the 7Li T1ρ
−1 relaxation rates in this
835 regime. The frequency dependence of T1
−1 and T1ρ
−1 rates in
836 the fast motional regime (2πν0τ and 2πν1τ≪ 1) is well-known
837 to relate to the dimensionality of the diﬀusion processes.65,79
838 Figure 9a shows that the 7Li T1ρ
−1 rates obtained over the 600−
839 800 K temperature range and probed at two diﬀerent spin lock
840 frequencies (ν1 = 8 and 14 kHz) are independent of frequency.
841 This is characteristic of 3D diﬀusion of Li+ ions in La3Li3W2O12.
842 The asymmetric behavior of the temperature dependence of
843 the T1ρ
−1 rates on either side of the maxima has been well
844 documented in the literature for fast ion conductors and
845 disordered materials, and arises from a combination of
846 structural disorder and Coulombic interactions of mobile
847 ions.62,79 This yields a deviation from the Bloembergen−
848 Purcell−Pound (BPP)81 theory of relaxation (which predicts
849 symmetric peaks and a quadratic frequency dependence of the
850relaxation rates T1ρ
−1 ∝ ν−2) giving in the slow motional regime
851(2πν1τ ≫ 1) a frequency dependence of the form T1ρ−1 ∝ ν−β,
852where the model parameter β ranges between 1 and 2. Our data
853in the two low temperature ﬂanks of the T1ρ
−1 rates are indeed
854frequency-dependent and ﬁt to an exponent β = 1.7 for 7Li
855T1ρ
−1 (using the equation Ea,low = (β − 1)Ea,high79 where Ea,low =
8560.19 eV and Ea,high = 0.26 eV are the activation energies on the
857low and high temperature ﬂanks, respectively). The higher
858activation energy observed at high temperature accounts for
859cooperative eﬀects such as long-range Coulombic interactions
860between charge carriers or structural disorder that produce
861multiple or correlated hops over longer distances than probed
862in the lower temperature regime, and corresponds to
863translational diﬀusion of Li+ ions.78
864The jump rates τ−1 extracted from the NMR relaxometry
865data (that is the two maxima of the 7Li T1ρ
−1 data, Figure 9a)
866and the line narrowing experiments (Figure 8c) are plotted
867against reciprocal temperature (Figure 9b). The ﬁt to the data
868using an Arrhenius equation of the form τ−1 = τ0
−1 exp(Ea/RT)
869is reasonably good and yields an activation energy Ea of 0.29 ±
8700.17 eV and a prefactor τ0
−1 of ∼6 × 107 s−1. The activation
871energy determined here is identical to the value seen in the high
872temperature ﬂank of the 7Li spin−lattice relaxation rate plot
873(Figure 9a) within experimental error, which suggests that we
874probe the same diﬀusive process in both line narrowing and
875relaxometry experiments.
876An NMR conductivity σNMR can be calculated from this
877NMR-derived Li+ ion jump rate τ−1 (Figure 9b) by combining
878the Nernst−Einstein and the Einstein−Smoluchowski equa-
879tions to give the following expression:
Figure 9. Li+ ion dynamics obtained from NMR relaxometry. (a) Arrhenius plot of the spin−lattice relaxation rates T1−1 obtained at ν0(6Li) = 59
MHz (blue) on La3
6Li3W2O12 and ν0(
7Li) = 156 MHz (black), and the spin−lattice relaxation rates in the rotating frame T1ρ−1 obtained at ν1(7Li) =
8 kHz (red) and 14 kHz (green) on La3Li3W2O12. Filled and empty black circles refer to data obtained with the MAS probes and the laser heated
static probe, respectively. The slight anomaly seen at ∼600 K for 7Li T1−1 data perhaps results from the change in NMR probe used to perform the
experiment. Dashed lines represent the range where the activation energies Ea and the deviation from BPP theory deﬁned by β (see text) are
determined. (b) Arrhenius plot of Li jump rates τ−1 extracted from motional narrowing of NMR line width (Figure 8) and the NMR relaxometry
data. Horizontal error bars represent the estimated errors of temperature gradient and peak position of T1ρ
−1 maximum. Vertical error bars are within
the size of the symbols. Note that at around 800 K, T1ρ
−1 minima are seen and may correspond to a diﬀerent Li+ dynamics mechanism, which is not
quantitatively accessible due to sample decomposition at the higher temperatures where data would be needed to probe fully these processes (see
Figure S11).
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880 where f/HR is the ratio of the correlation factor and Haven ratio
881 (set to 1 for uncorrelated motion), N is the number of charge
882 carriers (assumed as 1 A-site Li) per unit cell volume (245 Å3),
883 q is the ionic charge of Li+ and a is the average jump distance
884 (taken as 4 ± 0.2 Å for A-site Li−Li distance, see Figure S4),
885 and yields values in the range of 5.8 × 10−5 − 2.2 × 10−4 S/cm
f10 886 between 400 and 574 K (Figure 10b).
887 3.5. AC Impedance Spectroscopy. Dilatometry measure-
888 ments were peformed to determine the optimal sintering
889 conditions (Figure S12). No abrupt jump was observed
890 between 50 and 860 °C which suggests that no phase transition
891 occurs in this temperature range. The data show that
892 densiﬁcation starts at 400 °C and has almost ceased after 24
893 h at 860 °C. Consequently, pellets were formed by sintering for
894 36 h at 900 °C and used for AC impedance spectroscopy
895 measurements.
896 The preliminary impedance data collected under both dry
897 and wet air showed no signiﬁcant diﬀerence, thus showing no
898 evidence of proton conductivity and subsequent measurements
899 were performed in ambient air. The typical complex impedance
900 data for La3Li3W2O12 with a density of 67% is shown in Figure
901 10a. Data ﬁtting using the ZView software package shows the
902 high frequency semicircle has an associated capacitance of 2.6
903 pF/cm (corresponding to a relative permittivity of 29) and is
904 therefore assigned to the bulk response. The suppressed arc at
905 intermediate frequency 3 Hz−30 kHz and the low frequency
906 spike are attributed to the electrode response. The low
907 frequency spike at 0.01 Hz is characteristic of the known
908 Warburg impedance associated with Li ion diﬀusion in the
909 electrode and indicates negligible electronic conduction. Note
910 that the capacitance associated with the arc at 3 Hz−30 kHz is
911 of the order of 10−6 F/cm that is too large for a grain boundary
912 response but matches well with an electrode response.82 No
913 separate arc associated with the grain boundary response is
914 observed, suggesting the sample is electrically homogeneous.
915 The low density of the sample indicates incomplete ceramic
916 sintering, which may lead to the same electrical response from
917grain and grain boundary regions, e.g., because there are no
918compositional changes. The grain boundary arc may also be
919completely masked by the large electrode arc at 3 Hz−30 kHz.
920Thus, only bulk conductivity was extracted from the data. The
921conductivity of La3Li3W2O12 as a function of temperature
922(150−400 °C) is shown in Figure 10b. A bulk conductivity at
923400 °C of 1.32(3) × 10−4 S/cm is obtained, which is much
924lower than those obtained for the LLTO family (σbulk ≈ 10−3 S/
925cm at room temperature for x = 0.1).83 Arrhenius ﬁts to the
926conductivities yield an activation energy of 0.50 ± 0.05 eV,
927which is greater than the typical activation energy obtained for
928the LLTO family (between 0.35−0.4 eV).83
4. DISCUSSION
929The structure of La3Li3W2O12 diﬀers from those of
930La2/3−xLi3xTiO3 in several key respects: these are A-site cation
931ordering, B-site cation ordering and octahedral tilting of the
932BO6 framework. LLTO structures show a strong tendency
933toward layered ordering of Li+ and La3+ cations, which stack in
934alternating two-dimensional La-rich and La-poor layers, with a
935degree of ordering that is dependent on thermal history and
936precise composition.84 In contrast, the A-site cations in
937La3Li3W2O12 are distributed uniformly in three dimensions.
938The B-site cations in La3Li3W2O12 are fully ordered in a rock
939salt arrangement, so that each A-site is delimited by four WO6
940octahedra and four LiO6 octahedra. The framework is distorted
941by two out-of-phase octahedral tilts of equal magnitude and one
942in-phase tilt described by the tilt scheme b−b−c+: the resulting
943Li−O−W bond angles lie in the range 152.5(1)°−153.3(1)°,
944which are similar in magnitude to those exhibited by other
945perovskites with this tilt scheme, such as the single perovskite
946orthoferrites85 and the Li containing double perovskite
947La2LiSbO6.
27,86 These tilts are larger than those reported in
948the La2/3−xLi3xTiO3 family of compounds, which host a smaller
949B-site cation (r = 0.605 Å for Ti4+, versus 0.76 and 0.60 Å for
950Li+ and W6+ respectively).74 For example, La0.567Li0.3TiO3 and
951La0.62Li0.16TiO3 each exhibit only a single out-of-phase
952octahedral tilt with minimum Ti−O−Ti angles of 168.1(3)°87
953and 168.9(3)°,57 respectively, whereas the most La-deﬁcient
Figure 10. AC impedance data of La3Li3W2O12. (a) Complex impedance plot at 350 °C in air along with the ﬁtting of the bulk arc with an equivalent
circuit of resistor-constant phase element (inset). (b) Bulk conductivities σ of La3Li3W2O12 vs temperature obtained from the AC impedance data,
and extracted from the NMR Li+ jump rates τ−1 obtained from 7Li relaxation rates T1ρ
−1 and motional narrowing using the Nernst−Einstein−
Smoluchowski equations. The horizontal error bar on the NMR conductivity is an estimation of the temperature gradient on NMR probe and the
peak position for T1ρ
−1 maximum.
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954 member of the series La0.5Li0.5TiO3 exhibits three equivalent
955 out of phase tilts with a Ti−O−Ti angle of 169.6(3)°.88
956 The nature of the tilts inﬂuences the shape of the windows
957 connecting adjacent A-sites. In the La2/3−xLi3xTiO3 system, the
958 relatively weak tilts subject the windows in the O12 cages to a
959 small rhombic distortion away from their ideal square geometry
960 in the cubic perovskite structure. For example, in
961 La0.567Li0.3TiO3 the internal angles of the most distorted
962 window are 81.8(1)°/98.2(1)°,87 whereas in La3Li3W2O12 the
963 octahedral tilts impose a far stronger rhombic distortion on the
964 windows, producing internal angles of 71.4(1)°/108.6(1)°
f11 965 (Figure 11a,b). The B-site rock salt ordering of Li and W in
966La3Li3W2O12 has further implications for the distortion of the
967window sites, because although the individual LiO6 and WO6
968octahedra in La3Li3W2O12 are both highly regular (their bond
969length distortion indices89,90 are 0.0018 and 0.0015 respec-
970tively, and their bond angle variances89,91 are 0.328 and 0.309
971respectively; these values closely match the range of values
972exhibited by CaTiO3
92), there is a considerable size mismatch
973between them (the respective octahedral volumes are 12.9 and
9749.3 Å3 for LiO6 and WO6). This size diﬀerence between the two
975B-sites introduces two distinct edge lengths to the windows
976which distorts the rhombus (produced by octahedral tilting
977only) to a parallelogram. Despite the large distortion, the
Figure 11. Comparison of the local coordination environments of Li+ at the A-sites of La3Li3W2O12 (from PND at 5 K) and Li2/3−xLi3xTiO3. (a) The
distorted LiO12 cuboctahedron in La3Li3W2O12, showing the displacement of Li
+ (green atom) from the O12 centroid (magenta atom) approximately
along the (110)p direction toward the vertices of two adjoining BO6 octahedra, and (b) the near-regular LiO12 cuboctahedra in tetragonal
Li0.563Li0.3TiO3
84 where Li+ is displaced from the O12 centroid toward the square windows, shown here along (100)p. (c and d) The 4-fold
coordination of Li in tetragonal La0.563Li0.3TiO3
84 is formed by four oxides from the same window, and Li is displaced from the plane of the window
toward the center of the O12 cuboctahedron. (e and f) The 4-fold coordination of Li in rhombohedral Li0.5Li0.5TiO3,
88 where Li lies in the planes of
the windows. (g and h) The distorted tetrahedral site occupied by Li in La3Li3W2O12 is formed by oxide ions from two adjoining windows due to the
distortion of the planar window site by the octahedral tilting. Green octahedra are LiO6, gray octahedra are WO6, blue octahedra are TiO6, red atoms
are oxide ions.
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978 windows of La3Li3W2O12 have a greater area than those of
979 La0.567Li0.3TiO3 (8.0 and 7.1 Å
2, respectively) because of the
980 large size of the B-site LiO6 unit.
981 The nature of this distortion of the windows underpins the
982 diﬀerence in the local coordination environment of A-site Li
983 between La3Li3W2O12 and La2/3−xLi3xTiO3. In La2/3−xLi3xTiO3,
984 Li is always coordinated to the four oxide ions that deﬁne the
985 window, as it occupies either the square planar site at the center
986 of the windows (in La0.62Li0.16TiO3 and La0.5Li0.5TiO3
57,88) or is
987 subject to a small displacement from this site along the [100]p
988 direction (in La0.567Li0.3TiO3
52,87), because the near-regular
989 geometry of these sites (small rhombic distortion and regular
990 edge length, producing two diagonals of approximately 4 Å)
991 means that four favorable Li−O distances (of approximately 2
992 Å) can be obtained simultaneously by occupying them (Figure
993 11c−f). The center of the O12 cage corresponds to an energy
994 maximum for Li in the LLTO family because it would be
995 considerably under-bonded there. In contrast, these sites are
996 not occupied in La3Li3W2O12, where the highly distorted
997 windows have diagonals of 3.3 and 4.6 Å (Figure 11g,h). This
998 precludes the coordination of Li by four oxides from a single
999 window, which would either generate two unphysically short
1000 Li−O distances (in the case where Li lies in the plane of the
1001 window) or two unphysically long Li−O distances (in the case
1002 where Li is displaced from the window along [100]p). Instead,
1003 4-fold coordination of Li is achieved by occupying a distorted
1004 tetrahedral site, which is deﬁned by the short diagonals of two
1005 adjacent windows, with Li displaced from the centroid of the
1006 O12 cage along [110]p (Figure 11g). This site has no equivalent
1007 in the La2/3−xLi3xTiO3 structures (Figure 11h), as it is a product
1008 of the b−b−c+ octahedral tilting. Octahedral tilting and the
1009 distortion enforced on the window sites by the B-site
1010 alternation between Li and W prevents Li from occupying
1011 the sites in the window between the cages, and an appropriate
1012 alternative coordination for Li is found within the cage. The
1013 resulting A-site Li−O distances lie in the range 2.11(2)−
1014 2.20(2) Å with tetrahedral angles in the range 78.4(3)°−
1015 131.4(6)° at 5 K.
1016 The site percolation threshold for a simple cubic lattice is
1017 0.31. For an A-site sublattice containing randomly placed 0.25
1018 Li+ ions, we would therefore not expect a percolating pathway
1019 of Li+ ions throughout the structure, thus limiting the ionic
1020 conductivity of such a system, because transport of Li+ ions
1021 through an A-site occupied by an La3+ ion is likely to be
1022 diﬃcult. Conductivity is strongly suppressed below the site
1023 percolation threshold in LLTO and related materials,93 and this
1024 combination of A-site blocking by La3+ and the absence of Li
1025 vacancies in the nominal composition (vacancies are possible
1026 within experimental uncertainty) explain the lower NMR and
1027 impedance conductivities measured for La3Li3W2O12 than the
1028 LLTO family: for example, motional narrowing of the Li NMR
1029 occurs at a higher temperature than that observed for
1030 La2/3−xLi3xTiO3 (∼170 K for x = 0.06)
94,95 and doped
1031 Li7La3Zr2O12 (<170 K).
66 Local ordering of the Li+ ions, as
1032 observed computationally in section 3.3.2, could overcome the
1033 percolation problem to some extent by removing some of the
1034 randomness that underpins the threshold calculation, forming
1035 layers within La3Li3W2O12 with a higher concentration of Li
+
1036 ions. The presence of Li+ ions on the perovskite B-site opens
1037 another pathway to overcome this barrier to long-range
1038 diﬀusion, as long as site exchange between the A- and B-sites
1039 is possible. AIMD calculations (section 3.3.4) suggest that this
1040 is indeed the case in La3Li3W2O12.
1041The computed energy landscape for Li+ ions within
1042La3Li3W2O12 is considerably more complicated than that of
1043La2/3−xLi3xTiO3.
96 There are multiple local energy minima for
1044A-site Li+ ions in La3Li3W2O12 (Figure 4), resulting in an O12
1045cage to O12 cage pathway involving multiple events, each with
1046diﬀerent barriers (Figure 6). Li+ ions in La2/3−xLi3xTiO3 are
1047proposed to move via single hops of around 4 Å from one
1048window site to the next,96 whereas in La3Li3W2O12 single hops
1049take place on the 1.5−2.5 Å length scale (Figure 6), with an
1050energy maximum rather than an energy minimum at the
1051window site. It is likely that Li+ ion transport in La3Li3W2O12 is
1052best described by a large number of small hopping events with
1053energy barriers of 0.1−0.25 eV, each with diﬀering energy
1054barriers, some of which involve Li+ ion motion within an O12
1055cage, and others O12 cage to neighboring O12 cage motion: this
10563D diﬀusion is veriﬁed experimentally with the measurements
1057of frequency independent relaxation rates. This mechanism of
1058transport is more closely related to those proposed for the Li+
1059ion conducting Li7La3Zr2O12 based garnets
97 and the
1060LiTi2(PO4)3 based NASICON systems
98 than the proposed
1061transport pathways in the perovskite La2/3−xLi3xTiO3, to which
1062La3Li3W2O12 appears more closely related structurally. The
1063diﬀerent pathways in the two perovskites can be traced to the
1064inﬂuence of the distortion of the originally square windows by
1065the B-site Li in La3Li3W2O12 that displaces A-site Li nearer to
1066the cage center and drives octahedral tilting to form the
1067tetrahedral coordination.
1068DFT barriers between the possible Li+ ion locations within a
1069single O12 cage are less than 0.1 eV (section 3.3.1), and AIMD
1070calculations (Figure 4) suggest that hopping between the sites
1071available to Li within a single O12 cage occurs with frequencies
1072of 1011−1012 Hz at room temperature. This is faster than the
1073frequencies probed by NMR line narrowing (103 Hz) and
1074relaxometry experiments (109 Hz), and AC impedance
1075spectroscopy (107 Hz), suggesting that these experiments
1076instead probe rarer hopping events between O12 cages which
1077occur at a lower frequency. The computed barriers of 0.11−
10780.14 eV for single hopping events involving Li passing through
1079the window between two O12 cages (labeled 1 and 5 in Figures
10806 and S7), are in good agreement to the activation energies of
10810.09−0.19 ± 0.02 eV extracted from the low temperature ﬂanks
1082of NMR spin−lattice relaxation rates T1−1 and T1ρ−1 data,
1083which reﬂect single hopping events including unsuccessful
1084jumps within La3Li3W2O12.
1085The activation energy extracted from the high temperature
1086ﬂank of the T1ρ
−1 relaxation data (0.26 ± 0.10 eV) and from the
1087jump rates obtained the 6,7Li line narrowing experiments and
1088the T1ρ
−1 maxima (0.29 ± 0.17 eV) are identical within
1089experimental error, and reﬂect the barrier to the same 3D
1090translational diﬀusion process. These values are similar to the
1091maximum energy barrier calculated for the O12 cage to
1092neighboring O12 cage pathway (Figure 6e) and suggest that
1093we probe this diﬀusive process, which can involve multiple hops
1094because of the multiple minima on the path. The activation
1095energy obtained on the high temperature ﬂank (0.26 eV) of the
1096T1ρ
−1 data is similar to those of La2/3−xLi3xTiO3 (0.20 eV for x
1097= 0.11,8 0.26 eV for x = 0.08,76 and 0.26 eV for x = 0.167)77
1098and doped Li7La3Zr2O12 (0.34 eV)
66 which suggests that barrier
1099to O12 cage to O12 cage Li
+ ion diﬀusion in La3Li3W2O12
1100probed by NMR is comparable to the best oxide Li+ ion
1101conductors reported, despite the considerable structural and Li+
1102diﬀusive pathway diﬀerences from the LLTO family.7−9 In this
1103phase, the relaxometry plot for Li+ ions in La2/3−xLi3xTiO3 (x =
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1104 0.11) shows two motional regimes: at low temperatures (T <
1105 200 K) a 2D diﬀusion process is observed, where only the
1106 bottlenecks between O12 cages on the same La
3+ poor layers are
1107 large enough to accommodate Li+ ion transport in the material,
1108 and a 3D diﬀusion process above 200 K, where thermal
1109 agitation opens up the bottleneck between La3+ rich and La3+
1110 poor layers allowing Li+ to hop between the two layers.7−9
1111 The prefactor τ0
−1 in the Arrhenius ﬁt is lower than seen in
1112 La2/3−xLi3xTiO3 (x = 0.08, τ0
−1 = 4.6 × 1011 s−1),76 and some
1113 other fast Li conductors99−101 but comparable to Li2Ti3O7 (τ0
−1
1114 = 2.5 × 108 s−1).102 It is below single phonon frequencies in the
1115 material and more consistent with a small, temperature-
1116 independent contribution to the success of an individual hop,
1117 as might arise from a low defect concentration of charge
1118 carrying Li vacancy defects, than a single attempt frequency.
1119 The activation energy for Li+ site-to-site motion obtained
1120 from NMR conductivity (0.29 ± 0.17 eV) is smaller than the
1121 value determined through impedance measurements (0.50 ±
1122 0.05 eV), such a discrepancy is not uncommon in the literature
1123 o f f a s t i o n conduc t o r s , 6 9 , 9 9 , 1 0 3− 1 0 5 i n c l ud i n g
1124 La2/3−xLi3xTiO3,
76,106 and has been discussed extensively
1125 before.107 The activation energy obtained from the 6,7Li
1126 NMR data set can be assigned to migration between O12
1127 cages, whereas that obtained from conductivity is often larger as
1128 it may contain additional contributions such as defect
1129 formation, and defect association that are involved in longer-
1130 range transport of Li between multiple cages: the barriers posed
1131 to this by percolation and the low formal vacancy concentration
1132 in La3Li3W2O12 are discussed above. Defect creation energies
1133 are in the range 0.4−0.6 eV in La3Li3W2O12 from the small
1134 supercell calculations presented here. The NMR conductivity is
1135 higher than the bulk impedance conductivity (by up to 2 orders
1136 of magnitude at low temperature (Figure 10b). This
1137 discrepancy is observed in other systems,69,76,101,107,108 as
1138 unsuccessful Li+ ion jumps (that is a moving ion returning to its
1139 original site rather than hopping further to the next site)
1140 contribute to the motional narrowing of the NMR spectra and
1141 the relaxation rates without producing longer range Li+ ion
1142 transport probed by impedance spectroscopy.107,109 For
1143 example, NMR conductivity is 1 order of magnitude higher
1144 than values obtained in impedance spectroscopy for
1145 La2/3−xLi3xTiO3 (x = 0.08)
76 and Li2ZrO3.
108
5. CONCLUSIONS
1146 The presence of Li on both the A- and B-sites in La3Li3W2O12
1147 gives it quite diﬀerent crystal chemistry and Li dynamics from
1148 the well-known La2/3−xLi3xTiO3 family that is based on the
1149 same perovskite structure. Although La3Li3W2O12 contains few
1150 vacancies and has a blocked percolation path, the barrier to
1151 cage-to-cage mobility of the A-site Li is comparable to those in
1152 the best known Li conducting oxides. The pathway between
1153 cages is more complex in La3Li3W2O12 than in La2/3−xLi3xTiO3,
1154 with multiple minima, because of the quite diﬀerent A-site Li
1155 position which is toward the center of the O12 cage rather than
1156 in its windows. This A-site location is produced by the window
1157 distortions that are driven by the diﬀerence in size between the
1158 Li and W cations occupying the B-site and the tilting required
1159 to coordinate the A-site Li. A-site to B-site hops are also now
1160 possible, and observed in AIMD simulations of Li motion.
1161 Control of the defect chemistry in La3Li3W2O12 to increase the
1162 carrier concentration and control the A-site to A-site and A-site
1163 to B-site pathways thus oﬀers a new route to Li conducting
1164 oxides.
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